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Isaiah 10

have some have some good. friends who are very sure he is wrong in it but at

least h is a man whose opinion cannot be cast lightly aside. He is one of
one of the

the greatest scholars and/greatest Christians of the last generation and the

fact that he advances that interpretation shows that it is an interpretation

worthy of discussion. I do not myself feel confident to be considered an

interpretor of the Book of Revelation but to the extent to which I have looked.

into it it is my own inclination to follow Zahn in his

interpretation of Chapter 21. but that is aside from our prrsent stuciy and I

aon1t think affects the matter of what 7. 18-25 here describes, whether 17
-I think it is

goes with it or not. I don't think/that/a minor problem like the problem of that

phrase . I think that the main thing here is quite clear, that

this,Whether from 16 to 2.5 as I think, or 18 to 25 as the Scofield. Bible thinks,

whichever way it is, that this is a picture of the millennium, this passage, and

that it is the answer to Israel's plea that God. will return to them and brine

them blessing. He says, "Yes, I am going to bring you blessing." There is a

1&ng period of misery first, thr' is a period when the natural branches are

torn out from the olive tree but after that period the branches are to be graft

in again and there is a period. when Jerusalem is to be a rejoicing and. her people
abundantly

a joy, when God's blessing will rest/upon them,, upon Jerusalem and. upon all the

earth. Mr.-, do you want to ask something? (Student) If you mean

the same substance involved in it, wh it would seem likely, although the

physicists are getting to the point now where they are not quite so sure just

exactly what substance does mean. They divide up matter more and. more. (Student)

Well, I don't know. There is so much we don't know. I don1t know. I think it

is very likely it will be. That would be my guess, but I don't know. I hope

that the interpretation is not correct which holds that the ocean will be en

tirely removed. and. there will be no more sea. Personally I love the sea and

would. hate to see it go, but at any rate there are many, many things we donit
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